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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 28 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

28.1 WORD PRACTICE:     

-T for Words Ending with “ity” 

1. purity PAOURT vanity VANT sanity SANT 

2. unity AOUNT quality KWAULT charity KHAIRT 

3. temerity TE/MERT minority MI/NOERT (or) 
MAOI/NOERT 

fraternity FRA/TERNT 

4. majority MA/JOERT prosperity PROS/PERT disparity DIS/PAIRT 

5. dexterity DEX/TERT paternity PA/TERNT facility FA/SILT 

6. annuity A/NAOUT equity EK/WIT rarity RAIRT 

7. brutality BRAOU/TALT clarity KLAIRT deformity DAOE/FOERMT 

8. dignity DIG/NIT fatality FAI/TALT vitality VAOI/TALT 

9. gratuity GRA/TAOUT gullibility GUL/-BLT infinity IN/FINT 

10. integrity IN/TEG/RIT oddity OD/IT intangibility IN/TAN/JIBLT 

11. futility FAOU/TILT insanity IN/SANT sobriety SO/BRAOIT 

12. probability PROB/-BLT vicinity VIS/INT liberality LIB/ER/ALT 

13 durability DUR/-BLT divinity  DIV/INT celebrity SLEB/RIT 

14. paternity PA/TERNT finality FIN/ALT suitability SAOUT/-BLT 

15. nobility NOEBLT extremity EX/TREMT adaptability A/DAPT/-BLT 

16. legibility LEJ/-BLT fidelity FID/ELT neutrality NAOU/TRALT 

17. notability NOET/-BLT eternity AOE/TERNT excitability EX/SAOIT/-BLT 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 28 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

28.1 WORD PRACTICE CONTINUED: 

18. irritability IR/IT/-BLT indignity IN/DIG/NIT legality LAOEG/ALT 

19. humanity HAOU/MANT sincerity SIN/SERT conformity KON/FOERMT 

20. virginity VIR/JINT posterity POS/TERT informality IN/FOER/MALT 

21. susceptibility SU/SEPT/-BLT cavity KAV/IT density  DENS/IT 

22. captivity KAP/TIV/IT simplicity SIM/PLIS/IT gravity GRAV/IT 

23. commodity KMOD/IT heredity HER/ED/IT stupidity STAOUP/ID/IT 

24. scarcity SKAIRS/IT falsity FAULS/IT multiplicity MULT/PLIS/IT 

25. varsity VARS/IT chastity KHAFT/IT rigidity RIJ/ID/IT 

26. validity VAL/ID/IT liquidity LIK/WID/IT complicity KOM/PLIS/IT 

27. nudity NAOUD/IT absurdity AB/SURD/IT duplicity DAOU/PLIS/IT 

28. adversity AD/VERS/IT levity LEV/IT brevity BREV/IT 

29. intensity IN/TENS/IT     
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 28 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

28.2 PRACTICE SENTENCES: 

1. Check the purity of the water. It is famous for the purity. 

2. What is all the activity? There is a lot of activity there. 

3. Do you have the temerity to ask? He had the temerity to disobey. 

4. Explain the minority opinion. He is a member of the minority. 

5. The dentist filled the cavity. Does that tooth have a cavity? 

6. Added stability costs no more. The guy wire adds stability. 

7. Brevity will be needed here. Your brevity pleased me. 

8. The wait seemed like an eternity. The speaker droned on for an eternity. 

9. It was a picture of tranquility. Do not disturb the tranquility. 

10. Richard lives at the fraternity. Have you joined the fraternity? 

11. Purchase an annuity for her. Melvin left her an annuity. 

12. The majority voted for the motion. They have the majority vote. 

13. Donald has great facility. When will the facility open? 

14. Has prosperity come your way? It was a year of prosperity. 

15. Mr. Morton will plead insanity. I am sure that will save my sanity. 

16. Donate those clothes to charity. The proceeds will go to charity. 

17. Test the quality of the water. The quality is the very finest. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 28 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

28.2 PRACTICE SENTENCES CONTINUED: 
 

18. I would question his fidelity. Fidelity is a good quality. 

19. The deciding factor was unity. Unity makes a winning team. 

20. Check the acidity content. The acidity is very high. 

21. 100,000 is the capacity. Her lung capacity is low. 

22. The velocity is excessive. The engine is high velocity. 

23. The humidity was 98. I do not like high humidity. 

24. There is too much nudity in it. She made the varsity team. 

25. He was held in captivity. It seemed like an eternity. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 28 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

28.3 BRIEFS:   

1. office OFS opportunity TUNT   

2. enclose KLO include  KLU   

3. familiar FAM position POGS   

4. tomorrow TORM number NUR   

5. maybe MAIB ability ABLT subject SUBT 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 28 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

28.4 BRIEF DRILL:  

1. office subject number opportunity position 

2. include enclose tomorrow ability familiar 

3. maybe include subject tomorrow enclose 

4. ability subject  office position number 

5. opportunity familiar enclose tomorrow office 

6. enclose ability office position number 

7. maybe familiar include opportunity subject 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 28 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

28.5 SENTENCE DRILL: 
 

1. What time does the office open? Who is going to run for office? 

2. The offices are closed now. We must remodel the offices. 

3. Did you include information? Include all the taxes. 

4. Maybe this includes sales tax. The price includes shipping. 

5. He didn’t have an opportunity. Opportunity knocks but once. 

6. He had many opportunities. Opportunities like that are rare. 

7. Turn it to the other position. The dial has three positions. 

8. What is your position? He has had many positions. 

9. We must build a new enclosure. Was there an enclosure with it? 

10. I am familiar with the office. Take the opportunity tomorrow. 

11. Did you enclose the card? The order was enclosed. 

12. Mail the enclosed card. Please enclose a check. 

13. Are you familiar with the town? You should be familiar with it. 

14. Can you file it by tomorrow? Tomorrow will be just fine. 

15. We have a number of goals. The number is too high. 

16. Check the serial numbers. They filed off the numbers. 

17. Maybe he threw a fastball. Look through the window. 

18. She said he threw the fight. Put through the order. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 28 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

28.5 SENTENCE DRILL CONTINUED: 

19. What is your favorite subject? The subject of math came up. 

20. You have the ability to do it. She never mastered the ability to swim. 

21. Include the serial number. You must go through the office. 

22. The office was enclosed in glass. The team had the ability to win. 

23. What subject will you talk about? Check through these tomorrow. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 28 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

28.6 CONSONANT COMPOUNDS: 
 
-BL  AND  TW- 
 

1. Bible sable legible foible 

2. table fable stable feeble 

3. able bubble stubble soluble 

4. suitable dribble illegible wobble 

5. noble cable hobble rubble 

6. nibble fumble gamble kibble 

7. twitter twig twill twin 

8. twirl twilight twine twitch 

9. tweed tweezers twang tweak 

10. twice twist twain twat 

11. twister  twit twerp tweet 

12. two tweeze twinge tweener 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 28 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

28.7 PRACTICE SENTENCES:  
  

1. Take a bubble bath and relax.  He has stubble on his chin. 

2. Set the table for dinner. The horse is in the stable. 

3. Is that soluble in water? Use a suitable footing. 

4. Watch out, or you will dribble. His handwriting is illegible. 

5. The note is hardly legible. Where is your copy of the Bible? 

6. Did you see the wheel wobble? That is just a foible of hers. 

7. He likes to gamble. The dog ate the kibble. 

8. Don’t fumble the ball. She will hobble on one leg. 

9. He had a twitch in his left eye. He bought a tweed jacket for fall. 

10. Where did you put the tweezers? Her voice has a nasal twang. 

11. He broke a twig from the tree. There were twigs all over the yard. 

12. It was made from heavy twill.  Reach over and tweak his nose. 

13. Take the pills twice a day. Can you hear the bird twitter? 

14. Learn to twirl the baton. I couldn’t see in the twilight. 

15. The twins were tweeners. Twist and twirl in the air. 

16. The twister caused damage. I felt a twinge of pain when I tweaked my back. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 28 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

28.8 SPECIAL OUTLINE REVIEW: 
 

1. by BEU buy BAOEU   

2. relief RE/LAOEF relieve RE/LAOEFB   

3. safe SAEUF save SAEUFB   

4. mail MAEUL male MA*EUL   

5. leaf LAEF leave LAEFB   

6. tail TAEUL tale TA*EUL   

7. poll POL pole POEL   

8. no NO know NOE   

9. road RAOD rode ROED   

10. new NU knew NAOU   

11. sail SAEUL sale SA*EUL   

12. so SO sew SOE sow SO*E 

13. waive WAEUFB wave WA*EUFB   

14. one WUN won WON   

15. belief BLAOEF believe BLAOEFB   

16. pair PAEUR pear PAER pare PA*EUR 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 28 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

28.8 SPECIAL OUTLINE REVIEW CONTINUED: 

1. throw THROU  throe THROE   

2. thrown  THROUN throne THROEN   

3. through THRU threw THRAOU   

 

 


